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TESTIMONY OF CHARLENE MITCHELL, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
NATIONAL ALLIANCE AGAINST RACIST AND POLITICAL RE.
PRESSION
Mr. CONYRm. Our final witness for today is Charlene Mitchell,

executive secretary of the National Alliance Against Racist and Po-
litical Repression.

We welcome Ms. Mitchell, whose activities in civil rights and
first amendment questions span nearly two decades. We accept into
the record your statement, and will carefully scrutinize the large
number of exhibits that are attached to that statement. We will
make certain that all of the members are furnished copies of the
statement and the exhibits.

Welcome to the subcommittee, and you may proceed in your own
way.

Ms. MrrCHLL. Thank you. I have a couple of others here.
Mr. CONYRS. You have a couple of other exhibits? I see.
I'm not sure, but the Constitution and the Federal Criminal Code

may or may not be needed in the hearing record. That's why I re-
serve the right to have the staff review the exhibits before they are
entered into the record.

Ms. MrrcHE.LL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee.

I will not take a great deal of your time because I know that you
will be able to read this at some later time. However, I do want to
point to a couple of areas.

Today it is not just a situation where there is a rise in crime, but
there is a particular rise, in our opinion, in crimes against blacks
and other minorities by ultraright and hate groups, and paramfli-
tary hate groups, and that there is a tactic that is being developed
which is essentially a terrorist tactic against blacks and other mi-
norities in the United States. It no longer is confined to the South.

I particularly want to point out that there is a book entitled
"The Turner Diaries." It is illustrated by Dennis Nix, a recent book
ironically published by a group calling itself the National Alliance,
hence to embarrass us a little bit. It is copyrighted in the name of
William L. Pierce, Box 3535, Washington, D.C., in 1978. This fright-
ening work, though couched in fiction, is generally acknowledged
to be a blueprint and manual for the Klan's race warfare.

It is done in a very futuristic style, but essentially the conclusion
of the book is that having killed all black people and all Jews in
the United-States, and those who have somehow or other escaped
and gone, and have been pushed back to the East, that then this
future 1984, spoken from the year 2000, would begin to spread to
Europe and to the rest of the world.

Finally, the answer is that all people who are not killed who are
black will be hung. Those who are sypathetic to black people will
also be hung on lampposts and, finally, there would be a food short-
age and because of the food shortage those who came to the en-
clave, the white enclave, to get the food, would have to produce a
black head.

I submit that these are not just simple things that appear in
Xerox form across the country, for which you can write and re-
ceive, but they are, indeed, blueprints in terms of how to conduct
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actual warfare, including how to make bombs, how to blow up the
White House and a number of other such things.

Our major concern is that there is an inadequate response on the
part of the Federal Government's agencies of law enforcement to
the crisis of racial violence and terror in our country.

The exhibits or the appendix whichyou have points to a number
of codes that we feel could be used. Indeed, it is our feeling that
they have been used on other occasions against many groups, par-
ticularly those who struggle for black equality, national independ-
ence movements, peace advocates, draft- resisters, opponents of nu-
clear war, and other lesser progressive individuals and groups.

The National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression
also opposes the use of Federal immunity statutes in grand jury
proceedings as unfairly coercive measures which deny witnesses
the full protection of the privilege against self-incrimination.

But there is no doubt that the grand jury process, particularly
when armed with authority to grant immunity, is a powerful inves-
tigative weapon. It is routinely used for that purpose by U.S. attor-
neys all over the country, except, it seems, in civil rights cases.

I want to respond, if I might, just for one moment to the testimo-
ny presented by Mr. Drew Days before the Subcommittee on Crime
in December 1980. His views were that it was impossible to pros-
ecute on a Federal level, people who were killed but not as a result
of carrying out federally protected crimes. In other words, in re-
sponding to, I think your question Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Days
said, "I am willing to accept that they are racially motivated kill.
ings, but I am not willing to accept that they thereby violate Feder-
allaw." That's on page 156.

According to Mr. Days, if a group of Klansmen kill a black for no
other reason than because they subscribed to the vile doctrine of
the Dred Scott case, that blacks have no rights that the white man
is bound to respect, then the Klansmen do not violate 241 or any
other Federal law.

As you know, I am not a lawyer. But as I have read my history,
such a killing was precisely the sort of crime that the authors of
241 intended to punish. And if the right of a person not to be de-
prived of his life solely because he is black is not a right secured by
the 13th and 14th amendments, then those amendments have lost
all significance.

I would ask that the Civil Rights Division, which has not really
prosecuted a lot of these cases under 241, why is there such timid-
ity in asserting jurisdiction over cases that cry out for prosecution?
Is it not strange that, unlike all other governmental agencies
which make every effort to expand their jurisdiction to its outer-
most limits and beyond, the Civil Rights Division remains hobbled
by a narrow interpretation of its statutory authority which is both
self-imposed and unwarranted?

It may be that upon the completion of these hearings your com-
mittee will conclude that additional legislation is required to deter
and to punish the crimes which the Klan is committing. In particu-
lar, I would urge the ratification of the United Nations Convention
on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the Inter-
nationaf Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Dis-
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crimination, still pending before the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations. But I am skeptical of the efficacy of new legislation at
least until we know the reasons and motivation for the failure to
enforce statutes that are now on the books.

I have suggested what some of these reasons and motivations for
nonenforcement may be. Your committee will perform a distinct
public service by thoroughly exploring them-and others which
may come to light-here as well as in future national and regional
hearings, by publicizing your finding and by calling those respon-sible to account. This is one means of attack the grave deficien-
cies in the enforcement of Federal laws which should afford the
black community some measure of protection from Klan terrorism.

As already outlined, the Klan continues to violate Federal law,
most particularly those statutes that were expressly written to
combat the Ku Klux Klan. In addition to the Federal Govern-
ment's historic role in eliminating the badges and incidences of
slavery, the interstate nature of the Klan places its violent activi-
ties well within Federal jurisdiction. Therefore, the Federal Gov-
ernment is under an obligation to enforce these statutes with all
available means. Despite our criticisms of the Federal grand jury
system, if it is to be used, it should be used to the utmost against
the Klan.

The current guidelines on informants used by the FBI should not
hamper that body's investigation of the Klan. The Klan is precisely
the kind of group that may be infiltrated by the FBI as 'engaged
in activities which are likely to include the use of force or violence
in violation of Federal law.'

Finally, I would propose that an interdepartmental task force be
set up which would include the Civil Rights Division and Criminal
Division of the Department of Justice, the FBI, Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms of the Treasury, Naval and Army Intelli-
gence, as well as nongovernmental agencies and individuals to in-
vestigate and prosecute all violations of Federal law by the Ku
Klux Klan and other white supremacist paramilitary hate groups.

The role of Congress, Mr. Chairman, does not end with the mere
passage of legislation. Congress has a historic obligation to see that
laws protecting people from racist terror are enforced and imple-
mented at every stage.

Thank you.
Mr. CoNYKs. Thank you very much.
I am reminded that the ratification of the U.N. documents, con-

ventions and treaties, are exclusively within the purview of the
U.S. Senate. I personally have subscribed to them and urged their
ratification across the years.

I would like to ask if you could help us-and we're not trying to
evade our staff's responsibilities-in documenting the usages of the
grand jury in terms of civil rights and noncivil rights cases, so that
we can clearly argue how the grand jury might be used more effec-
tively.

Ms. MITCHELL. Yes; I will be glad to send in some materials on
that. A lot of it has come from prior hearings that were held under
your previous committee [Subcommittee on Crime], but also some
other hearings on bills that were submitted.
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But we know of a number of cases that the Center for Constitu-
tional Rights, for example, handled, where people were given im-
munity from prosecution and were imprisoned if they refused to
testify. Even some who testified were later themselves prosecuted
by other grand juries, which were not bound to respect the other
grand jury's immunity. For example, the Puerto Rican Liberation
Movement, were used in terms of earlier, in the Black Panther
movement. They have been in the labor movement. They have ex-
isted throughout. However, in no case do I know where immunity
has been used in terms of the KKK at this moment.

Mr. CoNyws. Dr. Clark earlier pointed out legal violence as one
of the problems that exacerbate the trends that bring this commit-
tee into operation today.

Do you agree with the presentation he made, or do you have any
exceptions or elaborations you would choose to make?

Ms. MrrCHELL I feel that in the main I are with his testimony.
I would only add that in addition to legal violence, that when there
is governmental acceptance of legal violence, it exacerbates an at-
mosphere in which racial violence is allowed to grow and goes
beyond the bounds of what is "legal" violence and begins to be in
terms of "Minutemen" type operations.

For example, Tom Metzger from San Diego ran on a platform of
the Klan wanting to help the Border Patrol to keep Mexican na-
tionals out of the United States by shootmg them as they got to the
border, therefore "saving us sQme money' So I feel that spreads
that kind of an atmosphere.

Mr. CoNyW. Do you have any reactions or qualifications of the
hypothesis that has been offered by Dr. Brenner today in connec-
tion with his findings dealing with the relationship of the economy
upon the character of violence in our society?

Ms. MnTCmLL Very much. I am probably one of those few people
who would be sitting at this table today who still lives in Harlem. I
am one of those people who rides a No. 3 train to work every morn-
ing-that is, every morning that the No. 3 train is operating.
[Laughter.]

I have watched young people who have become extremely desper-
ate. I have watched as they become desperate they tend to become
more often to succumb to drugs, and clearly, as they succumb to
drugs, they are more prone to commit crimes.

However, living in New York and working the way Ido,Iam all
over that city. I know that the upper West Side has also become a
victim of the very same thing;, that we are running into a situation
where our mayor has called on more police protection for the
downtown stores and the East Side, but has not called for police
protection for any of these communities which are hard hit. How-
ever, there are killings of young people in these communities by
the police all the time.

It is clear to me, and I think it would be clear to anyone looking,
that if these young people had jobs, the decrease in the crime rate
would be immediately noticeable.

Mr. CoNmu. Doesn't that put into juxtaposition the two poten-
tially conflicting considerations, one, Crk's argument about legal
violence, and two, the need for increased police protection in the
black community itself?
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Ms. Mrczu. I think there is a need for increased police protec-
.tion-in the community -

Mr. CoNyras. But do you see the conflict that I'm arguing here?
Ms. MTCHzLL. Yes, and I want to go on about that for a minute.
It absolutely does exist, because what has happened is that the

police do not come in to protect the citizens of the community, but
seemingly as to put the community in an armed camp.

I have just heard an example of what happened last Tuesday, a
week ago yesterday, in Brooklyn, where a young man was coming
up out of the subway, a young black man, 24 years old. Coming up
ahead of him was a middle-aged white woman. She felt fear and
felt she was going to be. robbed. When she got to the top of the
stairs, her husband was waiting for her. She said, "I'm going to be
robbed." At which point the man, an off-duty corrections officer,
shot the young man five times. Luckily, he was not killed. He's in
the hospital now, in Kings County Hospital.

The point I'm making is the young man was not armed, the
woman was not even sure she was being robbed, and the off-duty
corrections officer, not even a policeman, shot the man five times
because he thought he saw a shiny object. According to the police,
he saw a cigarette lighter.

What I'm saying is, the woman screamed because the idea of
black is crime; the off-duty corrections officer immediately thought
it was OK to shoot an unarmed young black man. I think as long
as the police feel that black represents crime, and with the racism
that they have absorbed within the police department, that this
will continue and therefore police presence in the community will
not necessarily abate crime but may increase legal crime.

Mr. Cowns. But nevertheless, you want more police in Harlem.
Ms. MrrcHzui, I very much would like to see more police protec-

tion in Harlem, not necessarily more policemen. We have police-
men all over Harlem and----

Mr. Cozym. But how can you get more police protection with-
out more policemen?

Ms. MImTHtLL. Well, the problem is that-on 116th and Lenox,
114th and 8th Avenue, you can find 40 and 50 policemen any time
you go up there. And you can also go up there at the same time
and buy as many drugs as you want in their presence.

Mr. CoU*Nxw. What are the policemen doing?
Ms. MrrcHzu. They are standing around, doing absolutely noth-

ing. They ride around in their cars, and if you were to scream they
would go the other way. There are numerous people who can docu-
ment that.

Mr. CoNym. I am reminded of another hearing in which I asked
the former mayor of New York about a scene that had been de-
scribed by another witness that day; namely, that there were
places in New York City where anyone but a blind person could see
the trafficking in drugs going on in the broad daylight, with the
physical exchanges of drugs, accompanied by the exchanges of
money. The question was put to the mayor and his police associates
who were present for the testimony: Why can't that be interdicted?
Why are citizens at a community level forced to endut the shame-
ful exhibitions of crime being committed regularly and continually
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and literally with no interference from the city that has the largest
police force of any city in the United States of America?

I can't accurately recall his response to that, but I think that
that question parallels closely the question that you raise now. It
leads me to a larger dimension of the discussion in which we're en-

R w* being seriously advanced that perhaps our national security
may more accurately. begin with the protection of the home and
the community in which people live, as opposed to the global pre-
cariousness of relationships between some 200 nations in the
family of nations. Maybe if the law enforcement science, criminal
justice experts and others who are related to these considerations
would begin to examine the possibility of restructuring the crimi-
nal justice system so that the security in the community to be pro-
tected more clearly became the focal point of the law enforcement
personnel; namely, the police and precinct commander, then the
community security could become the basis of building up law en-
forcement in America. At a minimum we might be able to break
up those situations where crime of a felonious and very dangerous
sort is proceeding unchallenged by the law enforcement agencies.
Such brazen flaunting of criminal practices diminishes public re-
spect for law and order, an attitude then which becomes endemic
in the community. We quickly reach a point where it is impossible
to build up respect for the legal system-and the police system spe-
cifically.

Eventually the public perceives that there is basic unfairness in
the justice system, and that perception further endangers our na-
tional security.

That was not a question-hopefully not even a speech. But the
remarks you have made have triggered off those associations, and
unless you would care to respond to them, I would then yield to
Mr. Kindness.

Ms. MrCHELL. Just for one-half a second, I think in the concepts
of national security, I think the money spent in terms of our prior-
ities, if they were spent in our communities, that that would indeed
go a long way in terms of determining whether everybody in our
country can have justice, since to a large extent it is based on one's
ability to have money or not have it.

Mr. CoNYEs. The gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Mitchell, for the record, just so I can understand, is your ap-

pearance here this morning in behalf of the National Alliance
Against Racist and Political Repression?

Ms. MITCHELL Yes, it is.
Mr. KINDNESS. Could you for the record explain that organiza-

tion, it's officers, how it's organized?
Ms. MrrCHZLJ. Sure. The aional Alliance was founded in May

of 197,3, in Chicago, as an organization cognizant of what we consid-
ered to be a tremendous amount of repression, both racist and po-
litical.

It was a time when what is now, I guess, the celebrated case of
the Wilmington 10 was going on. It was a case in which we felt
there was a terrible injustice and felt that we wanted to fight
through on it. Along with the United Church of Christ, the Com-
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mission for Racial Justice and other organizations, we certainly did
that. I think we were proved to be correct in that case.

Some of the other cases that we have taken on have also been
victorious. One is the George Merritt case, which was a case again
of a police situation in New Jersey and a young man was charged
with the killing of a policeman. And after three times of being
tried, we finally, of course, discovered that the State of New Jersey
had covered up the information that would have exonerated him.
Again, here the constitutional rights were also involved, and uncov-
ered this material and the case was thrown out.

Mr. KINDNESS. Does the organization have officers and a board of
directors?-.

Ms. M'TCHLL. The organization defimitely does. There are co-
chairpeople, Rev. Ben Chavis, who is a member of the Wilmington
10, Angela Davis, Rev. David Garcia of St. Marks, Episcopal
Church; and Abe Feinglass, who is from the Meatcutters Union.

The vice chairpeople are Judge Margaret Burnham of Boston;
Ann Braden from the Southern organizing Committee for Econom-
ic and Social Justice-

Mr. CONYKES. If the gentleman would yield; Ms. Mitchell, could
you just provide the member a list of the names and titles of the
officers?

Ms. MrrcHELL. Sure. I'm the executive secretary.
Mr. KINDNESS. Sometimes the question occurs as to whether a

person is speaking for an organization or for one's self as a witness,
and sometimes there are differences of view on that. I was getting
at the question of whether the organization meets and establishes
policies which are expressed in your testimony, or whether this is
your statement of your understanding of their-

Ms. MrrCHMLL. I am only authorized to speak as the executive
secretary of the organization when the board approves what I am
going to say, yes, as in this case.

Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CoNYrws. Mr. McCollum.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted to ask about some New York City questions you

raised that triggered some thoughts in my mind about police activi-
ties there. Being from Florida and only having visited the city and
not lived there as you have all these years, I don't fully know all of
the problems, but I have certainly read about them and listened to
you.

In your estimation today, in the black regions in Harlem and
other black regions of the city, what percentage of the police force
are black or are racial minorities?

Ms. MrrCHELL. Very, very small. As a matter of fact, there are
recent decisions that have been handed down that more black and
other minority police people have to be hired by the New York City
Police Department.

But I think that is true in the areas in your State as well. You
-know, we're all very cognizant of the McDuffie case and-

Mr. McCoLLuM. It's the Miami area you're speaking of?
Ms. MrrCHEL. That's right.
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Mr. MCCOLLUM. You don't know the percentages, but it's small,

like what, less than 10 percent, or more than 30 percent?
Ms. MrrCHELJ Oh, there are less than 5 percent.
Mr. McCoLLUM. Less than 5 percent minority police officers or

blacks?
Ms. Mrrcnmzu. Yes.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. That's minorities all together?
Ms. MrrCHzLU. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCoLLUM. In the New York City area?
Ms. MrrCHEL. In the New York City area, yes.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Has there ever been an explanation offered by

the mayor or by city officials as to why?
Ms. MrHrai . Historically, they have not been able to fimd those

who qualify. That's the explanation.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. That's the explanation.
Ms. MrrCHELL. But that is not an explanation that has been ac-

cepted by anybody, I might add, who is an authority on the ques-
tion.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Have you been privy to exploring the tests and
the other sources of the way they go about hiring to determine the
fairness of it?

Ms. MrrCHEL. I have seen some of them, but I have also heard
testimony on the part of the Afro-American Patrolmen's League,
the black organization of policemen in New York City, those in
Cleveland, those in Detroit, and when those tests were looked at,
they were able very quickly to be able to hire far more black police
officers.

Mr. McCOLLUM. So do you feel it's an administrative, decision-
making problem. somewhere along the way, without pointing the
fimger at any particular individual that's causing the problem?

Ms. MrrcIu. Not solely administrative, but a great deal admin-
istrative. I think it also has to do very often with the executive. It's
not just within the police department. I do not feel very often that
mayors are interested in what their police departments look like in
terms of its racial composition.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. How do you propose we, besides -holding hear-
ings such as we're doing here today, as Congressmen, can help alle-
viate that problem?

Ms. MrrcHm.L. Well, I understand that those areas of LEAA
which were directly going toward trying to solve those problems,
are the areas that are not being refunded and, as a matter of fact,
LEAA is in jeopardy.

I think that the Federal Government has to take a look at the
police departments all over this country, as a matter of fact, cer-
tainy to see if discrimination is being faced by people who apply--
and this applies also to women-and also as to whether there is anattitude of ow police who are hired on to the force relate to the
communities that they have to serve and, indeed, whether there is
any amount of control that civilians have over police departments.
I believe the Federal Government should begin to set up commit-
tees that would look into that.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Do you feel we have more problems toda, of a
racial nature in the areas of criminal justice than we do in our
schools? -
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Ms. MrFIHMLL. Oh, I certainly would not-only in one sense.
When a policeman's bullet shoots, it more often than not kills im-
mediately. What is happening to our children in our schools kills
them in the long range.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. So there is no clear-cut distinction you would
draw-

Ms. MrrcHzLL. I think they're part and parcel of the same kind
of problem. It comes back to the economic questions that the previ-
ous witness testified to.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. It's all interrelated. You don't feel we have
made a major shift today so that the school area has improved to a
degree and the emphasis should be more in the criminal justice
area for our concerns-

Ms. MrrCH=LL. No. Let me-
Mr. McCoLLuM. It's still an equal problem?
M. MrrcHzLL. Of course.
Let me just say that, while we talk about Harlem and that it's

the biggest black community in the country, there is no high school
in Harlem. So I would not say that that is any improvement in
terms of what existed before.

Mr. Coi nrPs. Do you mean-excuse me. Would the gentleman
yield?

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Certainly.
Mr. CoNYmts. Are you saying that within the physical liu-iit of

Harlem there is not a public high school?
Ms. MrrcHmL. Between 1J04h Street and 156th Street, between

Lexington Avenue and Broadway, there is not a high school.
Mr. CoNvezuas. Where do the teenagers attend school?
Ms. Mrrwvim. Washington Heights, East Side, Martin LutherKin High, and other special sc throughout.
Mr. Corms. I can presume, then, that this has been a continu-

ing sore point in relationships between the citizens of Harlem and
the city of New York?

M. MrrCHELL In 1968 and 1969, policemen were chasing us
down the streets because we opposed the Harlem State office build-
ing being built, because we wanted a high school in the communi-ty.Mr. ComnRI. I thank my colleague for yielding.

Mr. McCoLLUM. You're quite welcome.
I'm as curious as you were about that. That's rather remarkable.

Is that a part of the busing program? Did that cause--
Ms. MrrCHmuL. No, it did not. That existed-
Mr. McCoLLuM. I was just wondering if we had any reverse dis-

crimination going on-here.
Ms. Mncmwa. No. It existed before and it exists now. These

young people have to get on the trains and buses and go to school
every morning, not because of busing, but because there is no
school for them to go to in their community.

Mr. McCOLLUM. I really had no further questions. It was an in-
triguing conclusion.

I yield back my time.
Mr. CoNYRw. I want to thank Ms. Mitchell for her excellent tes-

timony. I would also like to express my appreciation to all of my
colleagues who have been extremely perceptive in this hearing.
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[The prepared statement of Ms. Mitchell follows:]
TwrIMONy or CHARLINK MncixuL, Exacurmvr S1RucrAay, NATIONAL ALUjANC

Aomr RAcisr AND PoLmcAL REPRNmoN
My name is Charlene Mitchell. I am the executive secretary of the National Alli-

ance Against Racist and Political Repression. I offer this testimony out of a deep
concern over the alarmingly inadequate response of the Federal Government's agen-
cies of law enforcement to the current crisis of racist violence and terror in the
United States.

The Ku Klux Klan and other white supremacist, paramilitary hate groups are
today engaged in openly avowed race warfare against the black people of our coun-
try. Their terrorist tactics include killing, shooting, kidnaping, arson, assault, and
other forms of harassment and intimidation. No longer limited to the South, epi-
sodes of Klan terrorism have occurred in almost every State of the Union. The Klan
is actively recruiting new members, particularly among young people, indoctrinat-
ing them with race hatred and training them in the use of arms.

The National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression is well acquainted
with the extent of Klan violence and terrorism in our country today. In April 1980,
our Birmingham, Ala., branch held hearings which documented the frightening re- /

0surgene of the Klan. Dozens of community residents described widespread cros-
burn, bombing, shootings, beatings, and harassment by the Klan as well as
active Kla organizing among students, law enforcement officials, and the military.
(See Exhibit A for excerpts of tesitmony.)

Further, in September 1980, 1 was personally one of several representatives of the
National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression who were assaulted by
Klan thugs after we urged the San Diego County Democratic Party Central Commit-
tee to withdraw its nomination of Klan Dragon Tom Metzger for the 48d Congres-
sional District seat.

I refer this Committee to '"he Turner Diaries" by Andrew MacDonald (illustrat-
ed by Dennis Nix), a recent book ironically published by a group calling itself the
National Alliance, though copyrih ted in the name of William L. Pierce, Box 8535,
Washigon, D.C. 20007 (1978) i frightening work, though couched in fiction, is
generaly acknowledged to be a blueprint and manual for the Klan's race warfare.

Our new Secretary of State has announced a crusade against what he calls "ter-
rorism" in other lands. Putting aside the facts that, for General Haig, terrorism con-
sists of the armed struggles of popular masses to win liberation from brutal fascist
dictatorships and neocolonial oppression and that the United States is itself an
adept practitioner of international terrorism, as evidenced by the cases of Mossa-

-degh, Lumumba, Allende, Castro and others, I would simply ask: If we are to have a
crusade against terrorism, should it not begin at home with the Ku Klux Klan?

Yet the attitude of the present administration, like that of its predecessors,
toward racially motivated terrorism in this country can most charitably be de-
scribed as one of indifference. This indifference persists in the face of a growing
mass peoples' movement that unites whites with blacks and other nationally op-

oressed groups in a demand for action against the Klan. As a result of this demand,
ills to criminalize racially motivated violence and intimidation have been intro-

duced in a number of northern State legislatures, including New Jersey, Oregon,
California, and Washington. (See Exhibit B.)

But Klan terrorism is a nationwide phenomenon that demands a national re-
sponse by the Federal Government. To date, that response has been limited and to-
tall inadequate.

e failure to respond to Klan terrorism cannot be attributed to a lack of Federal
legislation on the subject. The U.S. Code contains a well stocked arsenal of weapons
against racist motivated violence and terrorism, beginning with the anti-Klan laws
and constitutional amendments passed after the Civil War (18 U.S.C. H 241, 242,
243, 245 and 42 U.S.C. If 1981-86). As you know, Mr. Chairman, I am not a lawyer
and I am sure that you are more familiar than I with the full array of Federal stat-
utes that are available. Let me only mention those dealing with civil disorders (18
U.S.C. § 231), riots (18 U.S.C. 52101), voting rights (42 U.S.C. § 1971), fair housing (42
U.S.C. § 3631), and explosives and firearms control (18 U.S.C. I 842, 922). (See Ex-
hibit C.)

The failure to enforce the Federal laws prohibiting many of the activities engaged
in by the Ku Klux Klan only serves to increase that activity. It gives the Klan insu-
lation from prosecution and thus legitimizes the organization. This provides a cli-.
mate conducive to the growth of racial violence and terror. This racist violence and
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terror necessarily leads to a violation of the rights of citizens of color to live in a
community protected from criminal attacks upon their homes and persons.

Not only have law enforcement agencies failed to enforce the Federal laws, but
other governmental bodies (or o rIm tions working at their behest) have failed to
address the issue of the Klan activity. Examples can be cited. The Heritage Founda-
tion, Inc.'s 8,000 page report calls for the revitalization of internal security commit-
ts Not once, in its 3 000 pages, does it mention the KKK as a threat to the people
of the United States. Senator Jeremiah Denton, chair of the Senate Subcommittee
on Security and Terrorism, has neither held nor scheduled d ons on the Ku
Klux Klan.

There have been literally hundreds of reported acts of Klan-inspired terrorism
over the last 8 or 4 years which have violated one or more of these statutes. Yet, I
understand that, of these instances, no more than 50-100 have been the subjects of
investigation by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Civil Rights Division
of the Department of Justice (DOJ) or the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
of the Treasury (ATF). And pitifully few-scarcely a handful-have resulted in pros-
ecution. Similarly, despite injunctive authority under Federal civil statutes, the Fed-
eral authorities have essentially taken no preventive action in advance of racist acts
of terror. I therefore, cannot share former Assistant Attorney General Days' com-
placency when he stated in testifying before this committee that:

"We have used these criminal statutes, I believe, judiciously but effectively."
(transcript p. 95) Indeed, such complacency in the face of such a record is doubtless
one of the reasons why the record of enforcement is so bad.

There are other reasons for this nonenforcement as well, and I urge this commit-
tee to make a thorough and complete investigation of why there has been such a
failure in this are. I would suggest a few lines of inquiry.

Apart from firearms control, Federal investigation of Klan activity is in the hands
of the FBI. We know from the past record that the FBI devoted much of its time,
efforts, and energies in the field of race relations to surveillance of and attempts to
defame Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and other civil rights advocates. We know, too,
that many of its special agents were racists with Klan sympathies and that many of
the informers whom it placed in the Klan were of the same stripe. These agents and
informants not only failed to take timely action to prevent terrorist acts but pro-
voked them as well. This has also been true of ATF informers.

To what extent do these attitudes and practices still persist? Are these -attitudes
and practices responsible for less than zealous investigations in Klan-related cases
and the cause of the fact that investigations are generally closed due to the sup-
posed "inability" to identify the guilty, "refusal" of victims to "cooperate", or reluc-
tance of the agency to "expose informers"? In that connection, it might be well for
this committee's investigators to review the FBI's Klan files-files which the FBI
has asked the National Archives to destroy as having no further significance. They
may well reveal that the FBI's work in this area has been permeated with racism.

Another factor that bears reonsibility for the dismal record of the DOJ Civil
Rights Division in prosecuting Kan terrorism may be found in its reluctance to
make use of grand juries as an investigative tool. In his testimony before this Com-
mittee, Mr. Days characterized grand juries as "extremely unwieldy tools" and "dif-
ficult things to control." (transcript pp. 187, 138). Because of these fears, which I
have never before heard a prosecutor express and which I am confident are entirely
unfounded, he testified that the Civil Rights Division does not convene a grand jury
unless and until the investigation has been completed and has established that "we
have a solid case that deserves to forward." (p. 140). The only functions of the
grand jury, he says, are to enable the prosecutor to see "what the case looks like,"
and if it looks "solid" enough to get an indictment (ibid). In other words, the Civil
Rights Division uses a grand jury only to put on a dress rehearsal of an already
completed script. But if there are gaps in the script, the project is abandoned with-
out seeking the help of the grand jury to fill them in.

Now the National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression has frequently
criticized abuses in the use of federal grand juries by the Criminal Division in its
attempts to manufacture cases aainst peace advocates, draft resisters, opponents of
nuclear arms, and other left and progressive individuals and groups. We have also
opposed the use of federal immunity statutes in grand jury proceedings as unfairly
coercive measures which deny witnesses the full protection of the privilege against
self-incrimination.

But there is no doubt that the grand Jury process, particularly when armed with
authority to grant immunity, is a powerful investigative weapon. It is routinely used
for that purpose by U.S. attorneys all over the country-except, it seems, in civil
rights cases. Why this sudden -reluctance when it comes to prosecuting the Klan?
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And in how many of the cases that were closed for lack of evidence of the identity of
the guilty would the missing proof have been forthcoming before a grand Jury? I
submit, Mr. Chairman, that these are questions which should be answered before
your committee.

Finally, Mr. Chairman it appears that the Civil Rights Division takes an ex.-
tremely restricted view o the scope of j241 of the Criminal Code--one of the anti.
Klan laws enacted after the Civil War. The section makes it a crime to conspire: "to
bure, oppress, threaten or intimidate any citizen in the free exercise or enjoyment

&rt or priviege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the United
states ... l

When Mr. Days appeared before this committee, you, Mr. Chairman, engaged in a
colloquy with him on the question of whether a racially motivated conspiracy to
commit murder-by the fact of its racial motivation alone-violates this section. At
the conclusion of the colloquy, Mr. Days flatly stated that it does not. Speaking of
the unsolved murder of six black men in Buffalo, he said: "I am willing to accept
that they are racially motivated killings, but I am not willing to accept that they
thereby violate Federal law." (p. 156) According to Mr. Days, if a group of Klansmen
kill a black for no other reason than because they subscribed to the vile doctrine of
the Dred Scott case that blacks have no rights that the white man is bound to re-
spect, then the Klanamen do not violate 1241 or any other Federal law.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I am not a lawyer. But as I read my history, such a killing
was precisely the sort of-crime that the authors of 1241 intended top . And f
the right of a person not to be deprived of his life solely because he is black is not a
right secured by the 18th and 14th amendments then those amendments have lostalsinfcance.

Why has the Civil Rights Division not prosecuted at least one case to test in the
courts the view of 9241 which I have described and which I believe you share? Why
such timidity in asserting jurisdiction over cases that cry out for prosecution? Is it
not strange that, unlike all other governmental agencies which make every effort to
expand their jurisdiction to its outermost limits and beyond, the Civil Rights Divi-
sion remains hobbled by a narrow interpretation of its statutory authority which is
both self-imposed and unwarranted?

It may be that upon the completion of these hearings your Committee will con-
clude that additional legislation is required to deter and to punish the crimes which
the Klan is committing. In particular, I would urge the ratification of the United
Nations' Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the International Con-
vention on the Eintion of All Forms of Racial Dicrimination, still pending
before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (See Exhibit D). But I am skepti-
cal of the efficacy of new legislation at least until we know the reasons and motiva-
tion for the failure to enforce statutes that are now on the books.

I have suggested what some of these reasons and motivations for nonenforcement
may be. Your committee will perform a distinct public service by thoroughly explor-
ing them-and others which may come to light-here as well as in future national
and regional hearings, by publicizing our findings and by calling those responible
to account. This is one means of attacng the grave deficiencies in the enforcementof Federal laws which should afford the black community some measure of protec-
tion from Klan terrorism.

As already outlined, the Klan continues to violate Federal law, most particularly
those statutes that were expressly written to combat the Ku Klux Klan. In addition
to the Federal Governments historic role in eliminating the badges and incidences
of slavery, the interstate nature of the Klan places-its violent activities well within
Federal jurisdiction. Therefore, the Federal Government is under an obligation to
enforce these statutes with all available means. Despite our criticisms of the federaljury system, if it is to be used, it should be used to the utmost against the

The current guidelines on informants used by the FBI should not hamper that
body's investig ation of the Klan. The Klan is precisely the kind of group that may
be infiltrated by the FBI as "engaged in activities which are likely to include the
use of force or violence in violation of Federal law." (See F.B.I. Manual of Investiga-
tions and Opraing Guidelines.)

Finally, I would propose that an interdepartmental task force be set up which
wouli include the Civil Rights Division and Criminal Division of the Department of.
Justice, the FBI, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms of the Treasury, Naval
and Army Intelligence, as well as nongovernmental agencies and individuals to in-
vestigate and prosecute all violations of Federal law by the Ku Klux Klan and other
white supremacist para-military hate groups.
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The role of Congress does not end with the mere passage of legislation. Congress
has an historic obiga ion to see that laws protecting people from racist terror are
enforced and implemented at every stage.

N
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